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Dr. Jeffrey Godel and Dr. Karen Kandel Conn review an orthodontic clinic patient case at the Temple University 
Kornberg School of Dentistry. Dr. Godel is an associate professor, interim chair of the postgraduate program 
and orthodontic clinic director, and Dr. Conn is an orthodontic resident at Temple.
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As a result of these changes, the 2013 House of Delegates  
authorized a governance study to determine whether the current 
governance model will meet future needs and enable the AAO to 
remain relevant to its members and the public.

Currently, 90 percent of qualified U.S. orthodontists are mem-
bers of the AAO. There is no guarantee that the AAO will achieve 
similar membership percentages in the future, but doing so is 
critical to the association’s ability to serve both members and 
the public. Ensuring that the governance process meets the 

needs of future orthodontists is one key element of maintaining 
strong future membership levels. Beyond the importance of  
governance, however, the AAO will also need to convey to future 
orthodontists the benefits that the AAO offers them.

As a result of information gleaned from the governance study 
and the 2012 AAO Member Practice Environment Survey, and  
to ensure that the AAO maintains its current membership level 
in the future, the association is placing increased emphasis on 
recruitment and engagement of younger members.

Managing 
Practice
Overhead

AAO  
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Temple University Kornberg School of Dentistry orthodontic residents, from left, Dr. David Franks, Dr. Daniel Wulc and Dr. Karen Kandel Conn are pictured with Dr. James Sciote. 
Dr. Sciote is director of the Kornberg School’s Craniofacial Biology Research Laboratory and is a professor of orthodontics.
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“ 
The demographic make-up of the AAO is changing as dentistry and dental specialties  
grapple with changes in the health care system, in practice models and in provider  
demographics and lifestyles.



AAO Resources and Contact Information

Telephone: 800-424-2841 or 314-993-1700 
Fax: 314-997-1745   E-mail: info@aaortho.org
websites:  aaoinfo.org (member website)
  MyLifeMySmile.org (public website) 

AAO Annual Session: 
D.J. Haman, ext. 530 or dhaman@aaortho.org
Pam Hoffmann, ext. 560 or phoffmann@aaortho.org

AAO Foundation: 
Robert Hazel, ext. 546 or rhazel@aaortho.org 

Advertising Opportunities in The Bulletin: 
Jim Secretario, 212-633-3976 or  
j.secretario@elsevier.com

American Journal of Orthodontics and  
Dentofacial Orthopedics: 
For subscription information, call Elsevier Inc.  
at 800-654-2452. For display advertising queries,  
call 203-801-9696. For classified ad queries,  
call Ariel Medina at 212-633-3689 .

Dental Benefits Advisory Service: 
Ann Sebaugh, ext. 582 or asebaugh@aaortho.org

Endorsed Insurance Programs: 
Call the AAO Endorsed Insurance Office at 800-622-0344 
or send an e-mail to aaoinsurance@aaortho.org.

Executive Office: 
Chris Vranas, ext. 512 or cvranas@aaortho.org

Finance and Administration: 
Jill Nowak, ext. 514 or jnowak@aaortho.org

Governmental Affairs and Legal Questions: 
Kevin Dillard, ext. 525 or kdillard@aaortho.org

Library Services: 
Jackie Hittner, ext. 542 or library@aaortho.org

Practice Opportunities and Careers: 
Merleen Holman, ext. 587 or mholman@aaortho.org

Public Relations and Marketing: 
Linda Gladden, ext. 535 or lgladden@aaortho.org, or 
Pam Paladin, ext. 524 or ppaladin@aaortho.org

The American Association of Orthodontists is a  
professional association of educationally qualified  
orthodontic specialists dedicated to advancing the  
art and science of orthodontics and dentofacial  
orthopedics, improving the health of the public  
by promoting quality orthodontic care, supporting  
excellence in the practice of orthodontics, and main-
taining the highest ethical standards in orthodontic 
education and practice.
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to verify, any of the claims set forth therein. An independent 
determination as to the accuracy of the claims and statements 
should be made by the reader.
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The Evolving AAO Membership
In recent years, the youngest generation of members have made up a rapidly growing  
percentage of the membership as older members have passed away or retired and 
elected not to continue AAO membership as retirees (although there is no cost to their 
membership). From 2007 to the present, AAO member number shifts have included:

   The “Silent Generation” (those born in 1942 or earlier) decreased from 26 percent 
to 19.9 percent;

   The “Baby Boom” generation (born from 1943-60) decreased from 37 percent to 
31.3 percent;

   “Generation X” (those born from 1961-1981) increased from 36 percent to 41.9  
percent;

  “Millennials” (those born in 1982 or later) increased from 1 percent to 6.9 percent.

The 2013-14 Governance Study Task Force, made up of AAO members working with  
association consultants Mary Byers and Dave Fellers, produced a report that empha-
sized the importance of a strong recruitment effort for younger AAO members. The  
report recommends specific issues for examination in relation to recruitment of younger 
members. (More information about the governance study is available on page 24 and  
at aaoinfo.org.)

“In the short-term, the AAO will focus on communication with younger members about 
what AAO membership offers them, and what they have to offer the AAO,” says Dr. Gayle 
Glenn, 2013-14 AAO president. “This is especially important for residents, who are en-
rolled in orthodontic programs for two or three years and who have enormous academic 
and clinical demands on their time during those years. As a result, they often do not find 
the time to closely examine AAO member benefits.”

In addition, many graduating residents are now entering employment in corporate set-
tings in which professional memberships may or may not be strongly valued. Results 
of the 2012 AAO Member Practice Environment Survey indicated nearly 32 percent of 
members in practice for less than five years entered the specialty as employees of large 
corporations and multidisciplinary practices offering orthodontic services. Currently,  
26 percent of members in practice for fewer than five years are employed by large  
corporations and multidisciplinary practices.

“ “ ” ” 
In the short-term, the AAO will focus on communication 
with younger members about what AAO membership 
offers them, and what they have to offer the AAO.

— Dr. Gayle Glenn
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AAO Communication and Dialogue  
Initiatives for Younger Members
Communication initiatives targeting new and 
younger members include:

  The New & Younger Members quarterly e-newsletter produced 
by the Council on New & Younger Members, which has been 
in publication for more than five years;

  The Student Members’ eBulletin, which launched last month 
and includes a strong focus on AAO resources of interest to 
the orthodontist entering the specialty;

  Facebook and Twitter pages for student members, which 
launched in February;

  A newly re-designed student members’ membership flier, 
“Resident Vitals,” which will be introduced at the 2014  
Annual Session.

In addition, the AAO is continuing efforts to  
expand dialogue with residents and active 
members in the early years of practice:

  Last year, the AAO hosted “Young Leaders in Orthodontics: 
Shaping a Vision for the Profession.” The meeting was  
attended by approximately 65 orthodontic residents and 
members in practice up to 10 years, who discussed their 
participation in the AAO and interests in becoming active in 
organized orthodontics;

  Residents and young active members were included in the 
governance study stakeholders’ meeting, held in St. Louis in 
December (see page 24 for more information);

  The AAO recently established a new discussion group on  
Communities at aaoinfo.org. The forum section poses the 
question, “As you think about your future as an orthodontist, 
what should the AAO keep in mind to ensure its relevance to 
you?” To learn more and initiate a discussion on this topic, 
visit Communities at aaoinfo.org and click on Voices Heard: 

Your Vision for the AAO.

Additional communication initiatives targeting younger members 
will be launched in coming months. New outreach will include a 
series of quarterly chats on the social media forum, Twitter. The 
Twitter chat series, which will launch during the summer, will 
feature specific orthodontic topics to be addressed by experts 
on those topics who will be the chat “hosts.”

Resident Learns about AAO Resources
Dr. Karen Kandel Conn began her orthodontic residency in the 
fall of 2012 after graduating from the University of Pennsylva-
nia’s seven-year bio-dental program. She had already joined the 
AAO as a student member after being admitted to the Temple 
University orthodontic residency program.

“Since my own orthodontic treatment in my teens, I have always 
wanted to be an orthodontist because I saw firsthand how this 
specialty can impact a patient’s life both physically and psycho-
logically,” says Dr. Conn. “I was really looking forward to a ca-
reer in orthodontics and was eager to find ways to get involved 
in the orthodontic community. I knew that by joining the AAO, I 
would immediately have a common connection with orthodon-
tists around the country.”

Dr. Conn quickly developed an appreciation for AAO member 
benefits. From an academic standpoint, she feels strongly about 
the AJO-DO not only for for its content, but also for its convenience 
of access in print and online.

“I read the AJO-DO every month,” she says. “I am currently con-
ducting research on sleep apnea for my master’s degree thesis.  
It is really beneficial that the AAO membership comes with an 

AAO Launches Membership  
Recruitment and Engagement Efforts 

The AAO Student Members Facebook page launched recently. 

AAO  
Engaging 
Membership



AJO-DO subscription and access to the peer-reviewed articles and 
case reports, as well as to ajodo.org. Other types of access are 
also helpful, like the linked short abstracts (Case of the Month 
summaries) in the AAO eBulletin and the AJO-DO iPAD app.”

In the classroom, Dr. Conn found her professors at Temple  
frequently encouraging students to become involved in the  
specialty via the AAO and to contact AAO staff who could provide 
assistance with their work, such as the librarians. Dr. Conn also 
found aaoinfo.org helpful for learning about AAO resources.

“I regularly visit the AAO website to take advantage of the avail-
able resources for members,” says Dr. Conn. “The publication 
and library sections have provided valuable resources 
that have supplemented my research and course  
content during residency. And although I do not 
yet have occasion to use the AAO marketing 
materials for members, I have enjoyed look-
ing at them and am glad to know they are 
available. The AAO marketing publications 
and resources focus heavily on the in-
creasing role that social media is playing  
in business development. I found the  
statistics in the article, “Orthodontic 
Marketing through Online Social  
Networks” particularly interesting.  
As someone who is fluent in social 
media, I think that a real value 
that a new orthodontist can 
bring to an experienced  
orthodontist’s practice is 
experience with social 
media, and the statis-
tics in the article back 
this up.”

Having gone directly  
from dental school 
into her orthodontic  
residency, Dr. Conn 
wished to augment 
her limited business  
knowledge. She has 
participated in several  

AAO Business of Orthodontics webinars and has found them 
helpful in building a knowledge base. The Business of Orthodon-
tics webinars are free to all AAO members, while all other AAO 
webinars and Online Lectures are also free to student members.

“The Business of Orthodontics webinars emphasize that the  
efficient running of an orthodontic practice requires having the 
correct systems and a strong team in place,” says Dr. Conn. 
“The lectures have supplemented the business courses I’ve had 
as a resident and provided practical advice and data that I am 
sure I will use throughout my career.”

Preparing to graduate from the Temple residency program in  
August, Dr. Conn is keeping an open mind about opportuni-

ties in varying practice types, but hopes to obtain a  
position in or near Philadelphia. 

“I have been using the AAO Practice Opportunities  
and Careers service, accessing the service 
through aaoinfo.org,” she says. “The service  
provides a very efficient way to search for oppor-
tunities and complements my other efforts,  
like networking at meetings and via LinkedIn  
(a professional networking website). Additionally,  
the career management articles posted by es-
tablished practice management companies have 

been helpful, especially the two articles  
focusing on the preparation of a cover 

letter and a CV. I referred to these  
articles as I prepared the ‘About 
Me’ statement and CV to post  
in the AAO’s Practice Opportuni-
ties section. I had never  
prepared a full professional  
CV, so I was appreciative of  
the resources on the AAO site.”
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Dr. Karen Kandel Conn is 
a second year orthodontic 
resident at Temple University.
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“ “ ” ” 
I knew that by joining the AAO, I would immediately have a 
common connection with orthodontists around the country.

— Dr. Karen Kandel Conn
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Learning about Orthodontic Resources
Dr. Conn attended the AAO Annual Session in Philadelphia  
last year and plans to attend the 2014 Annual Session in New 
Orleans this month.

“In this digital age, so much professional interaction is done via 
e-mail and social media, but there is no substitute for the face-
to-face networking opportunities that the national and regional 
AAO meetings provide,” says Dr. Conn. “I have enjoyed meeting 
many orthodontists, residents and practice management pro-
fessionals at meetings. I also have learned a great deal about 
recent research developments in lectures and viewed the aston-
ishing quantity of orthodontic technology, services and products 
in the exhibit halls.” 

Dr. Conn has found the most efficient way of learning about  
the many resources available from the AAO has been opening 
and reading most e-mails sent by the association, such as the 
eBulletin, webinar announcements and the Annual Session  

eBulletin.

“I really appreciate receiving the AAO e-mails,” she says. “Even 
though the AAO website is easy to navigate, the e-mails provide 
highlights and concise updates that allow me to digest informa-
tion on the go and stay up-to-date on my professional interests.”

Dr. Conn anticipates being active with the AAO throughout her 
career.

“I have a profound respect for the orthodontists who have built 
this specialty into the elite profession it is today,” she says. “I 
think the AAO provides a vehicle through which residents and 
young orthodontists can meaningfully access the knowledge 
base and experiences of our predecessors. We spend a lot of 
time in orthodontics talking about technology and moderniza-
tion. The AAO facilitates my generation’s connection to the pres-
ent and past as we look to the future of the specialty.”

AAO Launches Membership  
Recruitment and Engagement Efforts 

Dr. Karen Kandel Conn has found electronic communications from the AAO to be an efficient way of learning about the resources and programs offered by the association.
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AAO Student Member Benefits 

   A wide range of benefits and services to orthodontic 
residents for just $30 per year.  

   Free or (after the Early Registration deadline) substan-
tially reduced registration fees for the world’s largest 
orthodontic meeting, the AAO Annual Session and re-
duced registration fees for the AAO Winter Conference.

   Free access to the AAO archive of Online Lectures on 
clinical and business topics. ($100 annual value)

   Free access to the AAO Charles R. Baker Memorial 
Reference Library

   Complimentary subscriptions to the American  
Journal of Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopedics 
(AJO-DO), and the AAO’s Bulletin and eBulletin. 

   $100,000 Free Term Life Insurance at no charge,  
plus options for additional life, disability and health  
insurance plans

   Discounts on Professional Liability Insurance through 
the AAO Insurance Company (AAOIC)

   Free access to the “Business of Orthodontics”  
learning series, developed especially for residents 
and younger active members, focusing on practice 
management, finances and the legal aspects of  
running an orthodontic practice.

   Practice Opportunities and Careers service that in-
cludes employment opportunities and practices for 
sale. The Academic Career Opportunities service as-
sists those seeking to become orthodontic educators.

   Application access for special AAO-sponsored fellow-
ships for continued education beyond residency

   Opportunities to communicate with other students and 
residents via the AAO Communities at aaoinfo.org.

   Complete access to aaoinfo.org to explore AAO practice  
management, marketing, ethical, risk management, 
patient/consumer education and legal resources likely  
to be of use during the transition to active practice or 
soon after;

   Representation on the AAO Council on New & Younger 
Members

   An AAO e-mail account

   Student member Facebook and Twitter pages

*  Admission to an orthodontic residency program accredited by the American Dental  
Association Commission on Accreditation is required to become an AAO student member.  
(International orthodontic students may join as international student members.  
See the following page for information about international membership.)

AAO Active Member Benefits

The AAO continually assesses and develops active mem-
ber benefits in response to data from member surveys 
and upon direction from the House of Delegates. To view 
a complete list of AAO benefits for active members, visit 
https://www.aaoinfo.org/membership/orthodontists.

AAO International Member Benefits 
* 

   Installment dues option

   3-year fixed dues rate

   Free subscription to the American Journal of Orthodon-
tics and Dentofacial Orthopedics, a $325 value, plus 
free online access

   Discounted registration fee for the AAO Annual  
Session and the Winter Conference

   Free access to the AAO Charles R. Baker Memorial 
Reference Library, the world’s largest dental specialty 
library

   AAO member electronic publications and access to 
The Bulletin online

   Full access to the member website, aaoinfo.org.  
While not all resources on the site are applicable  
outside North America, international members may 
find some of the AAO practice management, market-
ing, ethical and risk management resources of value;

   AAO patient/consumer education brochures,  
educational fliers and videos. The AAO will license  
the translation of its educational materials to WFO  
affiliate organizations;

   Online member directory

   Opportunities to communicate with colleagues  
worldwide via the AAO Communities at aaoinfo.org;

   Low-cost live webinars and the Online Lectures repository

   Free access to the live Business of Orthodontics  
webinars and archived Business of Orthodontics  
lectures;

   AAO electronic communications, including the  
eBulletin and the International Members’ eBulletin

   The AAO International Members’ Facebook page

   Use of the AAO International Member logo

*  Membership in the World Federation of Orthodontists is required to become an  
international AAO member.
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AAO members outside the United States and Canada are accept-
ed into the association as international members. The AAO’s  
international membership numbers continue to increase as  
orthodontists in many other countries become aware of the  
benefits of participation in the AAO. 

International student membership was introduced in 2008 and 
has increased from 93 in 2009 to more than 500 today.

Although the orthodontic specialty has been growing internation-
ally for decades, there remain many unknowns about orthodontic  
practice worldwide. Patient numbers, treatment methods and 
other specifics are unavailable from some countries, especially 
third-world nations. The qualifications and education required to 
call oneself an orthodontist are not uniform worldwide. 

With greater specialty organization at the international level,  
however, there are more opportunities to develop consistent 
standards and increase exchanges of clinical, scientific and 
practice management information. AAO members from the  
United States and from other countries provide important lead-
ership internationally, in part because of the AAO’s strength and 
long history. AAO members in North America also learn from  
orthodontists from other countries in which the specialty is  
particularly strong, clinical advances are developed and research 
is strong.

“Over the past 20 years I’ve had the opportunity to meet ortho-
dontists from several different countries while attending their  
respective meetings,” says Dr. David L. Turpin. Dr. Turpin is  
interim editor-in-chief of the AJO-DO, Moore /Riedel Endowed 
Professor in the University of Washington orthodontics program 
and an executive committee member of the World Federation  
of Orthodontists.

“For many of the orthodontists I meet in other countries, the 
challenge of obtaining an education never seems to end,” says 
Dr. Turpin. “This is as true for the general dentist in an Eastern  
block country who one day declared himself an orthodontist, as 
it is for the professor of an orthodontic department in a major 
university: They both seek to better themselves through educa-
tion. The specialty of orthodontics is like that. It takes over the 

life of a clinician who can never again resist the desire to im-
prove the skills that serve so many people so well, no matter 
where the orthodontist lives and practices. This is why organiza-
tions continue to be so important to both the student and the 
professor.”

While there are strong orthodontic associations outside North 
America, the AAO continues to have unique benefits to offer  
international members, such as discounted access to Annual 
Session and the wealth of continuing education opportunity  
afforded by the Annual Session and the Online Lectures program.

Recruitment and Engagement  
of International Members
The 2013-14 AAO governance study addressed diversity within  
the current governance structure and recommended examination  
of possibilities for bringing international members into governance  
and for strengthening of engagement of international members. 
The House of Delegates will consider issues related to interna-
tional members and in the meantime, the AAO is also working  
to increase communication with this group.

While international members receive the electronic commu-
nications that other AAO members receive, in 2012, the AAO 
launched a monthly International Members’ eBulletin designed 
to summarize AAO information of particular interest to orthodon-
tists outside North America. 

Last month, the AAO also launched a Facebook page especial-
ly for international members. Additional recruitment and engage-
ment outreach for international members will be announced 
during the coming year. 

International Members Contribute to, 
Benefit from AAO

AAO  
Engaging 
Membership

From 2004 through this year, international  
membership in the AAO increased from 
2,426 to 2,772. 

The AAO International Members Facebook page debuted recently.
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For Dr. Yeong-charng Yen of Taiwan, the Annual Session is one of 
the most significant AAO programs. He attended his first Annual 
Session in 1985 as a resident at the University of Pittsburgh. 

“I was surprised to find so many topics covered in lectures and 
the presentation materials and content so consistently excel-
lent,” says Dr. Yen. “The cases presented in the American Board 
of Orthodontics exhibition room were finished so well that I was 
deeply impressed, and made up my mind to attend many AAO 
meetings in the future after I finished my academic training and 
returned to Taiwan.“

Dr. Yen now serves on the World Federation of Orthodontists 
Committee on National and Regional Orthodontic Boards, repre-
senting the Taiwan Board of Orthodontics, and he previously was 
chairman of the Taiwan Association of Orthodontists Internation-
al Development Committee.

Over the years, he has found the networking opportunities pro-
vided by the AAO Annual Session to be very important. He at-
tends the meeting nearly every year and also frequently attends 
the College of Diplomates of the American Board of Orthodon-
tics (CDABO) summer meeting.

“At AAO meetings, I have had the opportunity to get to know so 
many good friends, so many good orthodontists and so many 
good orthodontic staff by meeting them face-to-face - and not 
only those from the USA, but also from other countries around 
the world,” he says. “Many of these friends have helped me  
by sharing their knowledge, life experiences and ideas. Also, I 
was very pleased to attend the joint AAO-Taiwan Association of 
Orthodontists board meetings at the Washington, D.C. (2010) 
and Honolulu (2012) Annual Sessions.”

Other international member benefits of particular importance  
to Dr. Yen include the AJO-DO subscription, full access to the 
member website, aaoinfo.org, and the AAO Library.

“I receive the AJO-DO each month and, while the online edition 
is convenient, I still prefer to read articles in the printed journal,” 
says Dr. Yen. “I do like to log onto the AAO website and always 
learn a lot by doing so. The website is a treasure.

“For example,” Dr. Yen continues, “The information on accredited  
orthodontic programs in the Education section helps us make 
recommendations to our students here in Taiwan who are applying  
to study in the United States. The education they will receive 

makes them good resources here after 
they return home.”

Dr. Yen also finds the aaoinfo.org Mem-
bership Directory a key benefit when he 
needs to transfer a patient to the United 
States or another country, and enjoys  
following information in the News 
and Meetings sections.

In addition to aaoinfo.org, Dr. Yen 
also visits the AAO Insurance 
Company website, aaoic.com.

“Even though insurance here is 
different and we cannot purchase 
insurance through the AAOIC, the  
risk management information helps us avoid making mistakes,” 
he says. “That helps me in my practice here.”

Dr. Yen also praises the service that he has received from the 
AAO Library staff.

“The AAO librarians are very helpful and always assist me in  
getting information that I need very much,” he says. “I also like 
getting the AAO e-Bulletin and other communications via e-mail. 
Some of these updates include information that is important to 
help me keep current on orthodontic information and activities.”

In addition, Dr. Yen has participated in AAO webinars and viewed 
AAO Online Lectures.

“The webinar information is very good,” he says. “I also recently  
viewed Dr. Vincent Kokich’s ‘Vertical dimension—control of the 
deep bite.’ That is a great lecture and I like the fact that I can 
view a lecture again if I missed something, because English is 
not my first language. The Online Lecture program helps us ele-
vate our knowledge and skill to benefit our patients. Also, when 
doctors from Taiwan go to the Annual Session, those who did not 
study in the United States often have trouble understanding the 
lectures because the speakers speak so quickly. But they can 
view the lectures online afterward to pick up what they missed.

“As a practicing orthodontist and an AAO international member,  
I think that AAO is a very great organization because of the  
leaders’ willingness to share resources with all orthodontists 
from other parts of the world,” adds Dr. Yen.

AAO Resources Benefit Orthodontists Worldwide

Dr. Yeong-charng Yen has utilized numerous 
AAO resources throughout his orthodontic 
career in Taiwan.




